CIRCULAR

Sub:- Collegiate Education Department – University of Kerala – UGC Area Study Centre for Canadian Studies – Lecture Series – clarification of duty leave reg:-

Ref:- Letter No.CCS/LS/2016 dated 07.01.2016 of the Director, UGC Area Study Centre for Canadian Studies, University of Kerala.

The Director, UGC Area Study Centre for Canadian Studies, University of Kerala has informed that the UGC Study Centre for Canadian Studies is planning to organize a two day Lecturer series on Canadian Culture and Literature primarily for teacher and research scholars on 5-6 February, 2016. It was also requested to allow duty leave for college teachers to attend the two day lecturer series at the Institute of English, University of Kerala.

In the above circumstances, it is informed that, since this programme comes under UGC sponsored programme, college teachers those who are attending this lecturer series are eligible for duty leave on the basis of existing Government orders and circulars.

Sd/-

V.VILASACHANDRAN NAIR,
SENIOR ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER

Copy to:-
1. All Government Colleges
2. Dr.B.Hariharan, Professor, Institute of English, Director UGC Area Study Centre for Canadian Studies University of Kerala.
3. To publish in the departmental website.
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